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Hazardous Materials Awareness: Self-Study Guide 
Sandoval County Fire Department 

Complete before taking classroom portion of class (Use DOT Emergency Response Guidebook “Orange Book”) 
 

SECTION 1 - Introduction 

Hazardous materials are any substances that pose a threat to human health, property, and/or the 

environment. A hazardous materials emergency involves a substance that is outside of or likely to leave 

its container and present a threat to human health, property, and/or the environment. You are being 

trained to the Hazardous Materials Awareness Level. This will allow you identify a problem, protect 

yourself, notify others who need to respond, and isolate an incident. At this level you do the most, by 

doing just a few things well. Trained at the Awareness Level you are not to take direct action to try and 

stop a leak, clean up a spilled substance, or otherwise involve your-self directly with a hazardous 

material.  

SECTION 2 –  Zones on a Hazardous Materials Emergency Scene 

A hazardous materials scene is divided into three major concentric circles. The center circle is where 

there is a life and/or health risk caused by the hazardous material and is known as the hot zone. 

Extending outside the major risk area is a work space that is closed to the public as well as emergency 

responders who do not have advanced hazardous materials training. This second circle, known as the 

warm zone is where trained hazardous materials staff move in and out of the hot zone and are 

decontaminated. The final and most distant circle from the life and health threat is the cold zone where 

communications, command, logistics, and other support functions take place on a hazardous materials 

incident. Emergency responders trained at the Awareness level may only work in 

the cold zone, even if that means letting victims go unattended for an extended 

period of time while people with more 

advanced training are summoned.  
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SECTION 3 Work Within Your Training 

Fools rush in. In a hazardous materials incident, as on any emergency scene, it is critical that people only 

do that which they are trained and currently certified to do, have the proper personal protective 

equipment (PPE) for doing such a task, and are in the proper physical condition to safely complete the 

task. Working within those very specific restrictions and as a part of an established incident command 

system is what is required of all emergency response personnel on a hazardous materials incident. Such 

a scene requires deliberate planning and thought. Everyone must be fully accounted for, tracked, and 

only doing tasks they have been assigned to do within the incident command system. To do otherwise is 

not only prohibited by response protocols and standard operating procedures but is extremely 

dangerous and can lead to emergency responder injury and death. Do only what you are trained to do. 

You do not want to complicate or make a hazardous materials incident worse. 

“Is the scene safe?” is a standard question you should ask upon approaching all emergency scenes. Part 

of determining scene safety is establishing if a scene is potentially a hazardous materials incident.  This is 

done from a distance as you approach. Responders are often taught the somewhat arbitrary but still 

helpful guideline, “The rule of thumb.” That guideline is a reminder to assess a scene at such a distance 

as is created by extending your arm and holding up your thumb. For a scene involving an unknown 

material scene assessment should be done from at least 100 yards away. Fire, rail cars, pipelines, and 

large containers require greater distances. People are taught that the 

entire incident should hide behind your thumb when you hold your 

arm outward and thumb up. From that distance, often using 

binoculars, a responder can be relatively safe and still ascertain if there 

are vehicles or structures with hazardous materials labels or signs, 

indications of multiple patients, environmental damage such as liquid 

spilled, dead birds or other animals, vapor clouds, or other indications 

of a potential hazardous materials incident.  

 

SECTION 4 What You Can Do Trained at the Awareness Level 

If you have any reason to suspect that you are dealing with a hazardous materials incident you need to 

first protect yourself. This may include backing up and removing yourself even further from the incident 

as where you first discovered it. Initial isolation distances for an unidentified substance should be at 

least 100 meters. That means you should be able to fit either a soccer or football field between yourself 

and the incident. If the event involves fire, a rail car, or a tanker truck then that initial distance should 

increase to 800 meters (a half a mile) in all directions. 

Once you have removed yourself from immediate danger you should do the following: isolate the 

incident and deny entry to others, summon additional resources, and attempt to identify the material 

involved while still maintaining appropriate isolation distances. The order of which of these tasks will be 

done first, second, and third will depend upon the individual circumstances of the incident. Ultimately, 
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your decision making should be driven by what task will, do the most good for the most number of 

people. Again, any steps you take are done after you have accounted for your own safety. 

The ability to isolate a scene is generally enhanced by being in uniform and with an emergency response 

vehicle, but even an off-duty responder in their private vehicle still has the potential to safely isolate an 

incident they happen upon. However, law enforcement is best suited for such a task and should be 

summoned as soon as possible. It is always better to deny entry to too large of an area than too small of 

one. Your key task is to reduce human injury and death by isolating the scene. 

 

SECTION 5 Who is in Charge of a Hazardous Materials Incident 

In New Mexico, all hazardous materials incidents are under the authority of the 

New Mexico State Police. The particular type of State Police Officer responsible 

for hazardous materials incidents is an Emergency Response Officer (ERO).  

When contacting dispatch advise, “Notify State Police and contact an ERO about 

this situation.” Based on local protocols the dispatch center will likely know 

which resources to deploy to a hazardous materials scene such as the local fire 

department or even a hazardous materials team.  

Not all State Police Officers are EROs. Be specific in requesting that a State Police ERO is notified if you 

are working with a hazardous materials incident. Once notified, a State Police ERO may or may not 

respond directly to a scene. If the material is of a small amount and the situation is able to be handled 

by local resources such as the area fire department, the State Police ERO may choose to monitor the 

situation remotely and communicate via phone or radio with personnel on site. 

However, if the scene is complicated, exceeds the abilities of local emergency responders, and/or meets 

other criteria, the State Police ERO may respond directly to the scene. The State Police EROs serve as the 

Incident Commander or are part of a Unified Command. Their job is not to “plug the leak” or “mop up 

the mess.” Rather their job is to coordinate the scene and bring the necessary resources, such as a 

hazardous materials clean up contractor, to the scene.   

Until such time as a State Police ERO arrives at the 

scene, local agencies will follow their protocols and 

accepted standards and use the Incident Command 

System and have an Incident Commander in place. 

This is true even if the local responders are all only 

trained at the Awareness level. Incident Command 

depends upon the first arriving unit assuming 

command, sizing up the scene, summoning 

additional needed resources, and protecting 

responders and citizens from harm.  
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SECTION 6 Sizing Up and Relaying Scene Information 

When reporting a potential or known hazardous materials incident state clearly the words, “This is a 

(potential) hazardous materials emergency.” This information should be given directly to the local 

emergency response dispatch center. Trained at the Hazardous Material Awareness Level you should be 

prepared to report the following information to either or both an ERO or dispatch center: 
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The New Mexico Hazardous Material Emergency Response Plan divides hazardous materials incidents 

into three broad levels. These levels are based on the scope of the situation.  
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SECTION 7 About the Department of Transportation Emergency Guidebook (DOT-ERG) 

As an initial responder to a hazardous materials incident you can greatly help the success of the scene by 

assessing what is going on and reporting that information to other arriving units. The standard 

handbook that will help you determine what materials you might be responding to as well as providing 

you with instructions for what to do for the first 30 minutes of a hazardous materials scene is the 

Department of Transportation (DOT) Emergency Response Guidebook (ERG). The DOT ERG often 

known as the “Orange Book,” is also available as an application for IPhone/IPod and Droid.  

One of the key things you must do as someone trained at Hazardous Materials at the Awareness level is 

know how to use the DOT ERG.  That means that before you arrive at your first hazardous materials 

incident you must have practiced using the guide, have read the book’s directions in its “white pages,” 

practiced looking up four digit DOT hazardous materials identification codes in the “yellow pages,” 

looking up hazardous materials by name in the “blue pages,” and knowing how to use the “orange 

pages” response guidelines as well as when to use the Isolation Distances on the Table in the “green 

pages.” 

As the name suggests, the DOT ERG applies to materials that are being shipped using transportation 

systems. This includes hazardous materials being carried by rail, truck, plane, ship, and even pipe line. 

When these products are being shipped they are often in a vehicle that has a diamond shaped sign on its 

sides. The diamond signs known as DOT placards help to label and identify what is being transported. 

Not every hazardous material load has to have a placard on the vehicle. This applies to smaller loads, 

often less than a 1,001 pounds,  

 

SECTION 8 Using the DOT Emergency Response Guidebook 

For the DOT ERG to work you need to know how to use it. You should now take 

time to read all of the “white pages” in the front of the DOT ERG. As you read 

make notes below in the blank spaces demonstrating that you know how to 

use the guide:  

 

Practice Using the DOT ERG by looking up the following information.  

  

1. You look up a four digit UN number   in the ________________________ color pages 

2. You look up the name of the chemical in the ________________________ color pages 

3. You look up a diamond placard with a key word and/or symbol on pages numbered _________ 

4. What are shipping papers: ____________________________________________________ 
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5. Who has the shipping papers on a train _______________________________________ 

6. Who has the shipping papers on a Plane _______________________________________ 

7. Who has the shipping papers on a Truck _______________________________________ 

8. What can the container shape  tell you  

___________________________________________________ 

9. What does it mean when a name and/or UN number entry is highlighted in green 

___________________________________________________ 

10. What do you use  the “orange page” section to do: 

___________________________________________________________________ 

11. You are told that there is truck with a diamond placard on it. The diamond placard has the four 

digit number  “1203.” What is the product? _________________________ 

12. Which guide number do you use for 1203? __________________________ 

13. What is the fire/explosion hazard for 1203? ____________________________ 

 

14. You see a truck with this diamond placard on it.  What is the 

product? _______________________ 

15. Which guide number do you use? _____________ 

16. What do the test tubes mean at the top of the placard? 

______________________________________________ 

17. What are the health hazards of this product? 

         ________________________________________________ 

18. When you do not know what a product is what response guide should you use?  ________ 

19. What is CHEMTREC?(look in white pages or back cover) _____________________________ 

20. Using the glossary what does n.o.s. mean? _______________________________________ 
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Section 9 The NFPA 704 Diamond 

Whereas DOT Placards are used for identifying materials that are being transported, the National Fire 

Protection Association (NFPA) 704 Diamond is used on fixed facilities such as buildings and chemical 

storage containers. 

The NFPA Diamond is not a national 

requirement like the DOT placards. It is adopted 

by some but not all local cities and other 

communities. Some businesses might also 

choose to place them on their buildings and 

other facilities even if they are not required to 

do so.  

When more than one type of hazardous material 

is present at a location the NFPA diamond 

describes the overall hazard of the entire facility 

not the particulars of one hazardous material. 

Just because a NFPA diamond is not observed at 

a building or facility does not mean that there is 

not a hazardous material at that location. 

The NFPA Diamond consists of four smaller 

diamonds. Three of the small diamonds each 

have a number from 0 to 4 rating a relative level 

of hazard on a standard scale. A “zero” is low 

hazard and a “four” is high hazard.  Within the 

NFPA Diamond the blue diamond describes the 

health hazard, the red diamond describes the 

fire hazard, and the yellow diamond describes the reactivity hazard. A fourth, white diamond describes a 

specific hazard such as a material being radioactive or corrosive. 

 

SECTION 10 Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) 

Another common source of information about hazardous materials is found on Material Safety Data 

Sheets (MSDS). MSDS provide more detailed information about specific hazardous materials than either 

a DOT Placard or NFPA 704 Diamond. Generally speaking a MSDS consists of several pages of 

information that is specific to a product. These forms are found in work and public spaces. They should 

be displayed and available to workers as well as emergency responders in a “right to know” location at 

the job site where those chemicals are found. This could consist of something as small as a three ring 

binder or as large as one or more file cabinets.  
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ANSWERS TO STUDY QUESTIONS – Using the DOT ERG 

1. You look up a four digit UN number   in the _______Yellow________________ color pages 
2. You look up the name of the chemical in the ______Blue_____________ color pages 
3. You look up a diamond placard with a key word and/or symbol on pages numbered __16-17__ 
4. What are shipping papers: ____Vital, detailed information about the product that is being 

transported________________________________________________ 
5. Who has the shipping papers on a train _______train crew member___________________ 
6. Who has the shipping papers on a Plane ________pilot__________________ 
7. Who has the shipping papers on a Truck ________they are in the cab________________ 
8. What can the container shape  tell you  __What type of product is being transported_______ 
9. What does it mean when a name and/or UN number entry is highlighted in green ___Use the 

green pages and table 1 to determine initial isolation distances_______________________ 
10. What do you use  the “orange page” section to do: __________Provide a response guide for 

what to do for the first part of an incident and describes major hazards_____ 
11. You are told that there is truck with a diamond placard on it. The diamond placard has the four 

digit number  “1203.” What is the product? __gasohol, gasoline, motor spirit, petrol_____ 
12. Which guide number do you use for 1203? _____128_____________________ 
13. What is the fire/explosion hazard for 1203? _____highly flammable______________ 

 
14. You see a truck with this diamond placard on it.  What is the product? _Hydrochloric acid___ 
15. Which guide number do you use? ____157_________ 
16. What do the test tubes mean at the top of the placard? ________It is corrosive____ 
17. What are the health hazards of this product? Toxic and may cause burns injury or death 
18. When you do not know what a product is what response guide should you use? _111_ 
19. What is CHEMTREC?(look in white pages or back cover) _Emergency response phone number__ 
20. Using the glossary what does n.o.s. mean? __not otherwise specified______________________ 

 


